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THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF PLEADING.
GOULD ON PLEADING.

CHAPTER L
Pleadings are the mutual altercations of the
parties to a suit, expressed in legal form, and in civil actions reduced to writing. In a more limited sense, however, "the pleadings" (in the plural) comprehend only
Sec.
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those allegations, or altercations, which are subsequent to
In England, these altercations
the count, or declaration.
were anciently oral; having been offered, viva voce, by the
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respective parties or their counsel, in open court; as is still,
generally done, in the pleadings on the part of the defendant, or prisoner in criminal prosecutions.
And hence it
in
the
in
that
Norman language,
which most of the ancient
books of the English law are written, the pleadings are freThough for centuries past,
quently denominated the parol
all pleadings, in civil actions, have been required to be
In some instances, however, the term parol
written.
still used to denote tbe entire pleadings in 'cause: As
when in an action, bronght against an infant heir, on an
obligation of his ancestor's, he prays that the parol may demur;
e. that the pleadings may be stayed, till he shall
attain full age.
The mutual altercations, which constitute the
Sec.
in
civil actions, consist of those formal allegations
pleadings
and denials, which are offered, on one side, for the purpose of maintaining the suit, and on the other, for the purpose of defeating it; and which, generally speaking, are
predicated only of matters of fact.
For pleading is, practically nothing more than
Sec.
affirming or denying, in formal and orderly manner, those
.facts, which constitute the ground of the plaintiff's demand, and of the defendant's defense. Pleading, therefore,'
consists merely in alleging matter of fact, or in denying
alleged as such by the adverse party.
what
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Sec. 4. But in the theory, or science, of pleading the
averment of facts, on either side, always presupposes some
principle, or rule of law, applicable to tiie facts alleged ; and
which when taken in connection with those facts, is claimed,
by the party pleading them to operate in his own favor.
For all rights of action, and all special defenses, result
from matter of fact and matter of law combined. And
hence, in every declaration, and in aU special pleading, some
e. some proposition consisting of matlegal proposition
ter of law), though not in general expressed in terms, by
the pleader (because the court is supposed judicially to
know it),
always, and necessarily, impUed, or — to use the
language of grammarians — ■imderstood.
For
would be obviously to no purpose, for
Sec.
either party to state facts, of which no principle of law
could be predicated in his favor. Indeed, all that a party
submits to the court, by alleging facts,
their legal operation: And for the purpose of deciding what their operation in law is, the rule of law, in virtue of which the pleader
claims the matter of fact alleged by himself, to be in his
favor, must always be tacitly supplied, or understood.
By contemplating the subject in this point of
Sec.
view, we are enabled to apprehend the striking propriety
and full import of Lord Mansfeld's remark, that "the
substantial rules of pleading are founded in strong sense,
and the soundest and closest logic." For those rules, when
considered in their proper connections and dependencies,
will be found to involve a connected, methodized body of
principles, constituting a complete and coherent system of
legal logic: A system, artificial indeed in its form and
structure but admirably adapted to the important ends of
simplicity, uniformity a/nd certainty, in the modes of ad;
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ministering justice.
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the purpose of explaining and illustrating
this view of the subject, we may observe, that all pleading
logical process. And by analyzing a good
essentially
we take into
declaration, or any good special pleading,
necessarily supposed
view, with what
expressed, what
or implied we shall find in
the elements of a good syllogism: All good pleading being in substance a syllogistic
process; though abridged in form, like some of the syllogisms of the schools
So that not only every good declaration, but all good special pleading on either side, in each
Sec.
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successive stage of the pleadings, is essentially a good sylla
gism.
Sec. 8. Thus in an action, brought for a trespass committed upon land, the declaration may be presented in the
following form: "Against him, who has forcibly entered
have a right by law, to recover damages :
upon my land,
The defendant has forcibly entered upon my land : Therehave a right, by law, to recover damfore, against him
ages." In the example here given, the first or major proposition asserts the legal principle, on which the plaintiff
founds his claim : The second, or minor, alleges the matter
of fact, to which that principle is to be applied, in the
particular case: The conclusion is the legal inference, resulting from the law and fact together, as they appear in
the premises.
And the judgment of the court (if for the
plaintiff), is a re-affirmance of this conclusion, together with
an award, or sentence of recovery in pursuance of it.
Sec. 9. In the case now stated, the plaintiff's alleged
right of recovery may be contested, by a denial of either
of the three propositions, which constitute his declaration.
And as the denial of either of them is, in effect, a complete
denial of the plaintiff's whole claim, the defendant is not
allowed (by the rules of the common law), to deny more
"
than one of them. For if he can successfully deny any one
of them; he will, by so doing, attain every object, which
he could have proposed in denying them all.
Sec. 10. If, then, the defendant would deny the major,
or first proposition above stated, which consists of matter
of law, he mugt do
called an issue
by tendering what
in law which
merely a technical denial of some legal
proposition, or supposed rule of law. The minor or second
proposition in the declaration— as
consists only of mat—
ter of fact must be denied,
at all, by what the law denominates an issue m fact; or, more strictly speaking, by
the legal mode of
tendering an issue in fact —which
denying by plea, what has been alleged, as a matter of fact,
on the other side. But assuming the major to be correct
in principle, and the minor true in point of fact (upon which
supposition neither of them can be successsfuUy denied)
the conclusion must inevitably follow, unless the defendant
can repel
e. some disby alleging some new matter,
and
inconsistent with
tinct collateral fact), which
which therefore hy consequence implies a denial of it:
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There being no form of direct negation, in which the condnsion can be distinctly answered.
Sec. 11. Let it be supposed, then that in the case just
stated by way of example, the plaintiff's premises are both
undeniable ; but that he has released his cause of action to
the defendant, and that the release is the particular fact,
or new matter, upon which the defendant relies, for defeating the suit. Under these circumstances, the defendant's
plea, or defense, if reduced to a syllogistic form, will stand
thus: "If he, upon whose land
have forcibly entered,
releases to me his right of action for such entry; he has
thenceforth no right by law to recover damages for it,
against me. But the plaintiff has released to me his right
of action, for my entry upon his land: Therefore he has,
by law, no right to recover damages for that cause, against
me."
To this defense the plaintiff has now, in his
Sec. 12.
turn, a right to reply, by denying either of the three propositions advanced by the defendant.
But if he admits both
as we are now assuming,
of the defendant's premises ; or
he cannot successfully deny either of them his suit must of
course faO, unless he can destroy the defendant's conclusion, by some new matter of fact which will be, in legal
denial of it.
effect,
Sec. 13. For the purpose then of carrying this process
one stage further, let us suppose that the release, pleaded
by the defendant, was extorted from the plaintiff by dvrthe new matter, by which the
ress; and that this fact
plaiatiff proposes to overthrow the defendant's conclusion.
The plaintiff's reply may, upon this state of facts, be re"A release extorted
solved into the following syllogism:
from me, by duress, does not in law destroy any pre-existBut the release,
ing right of mine, to recover damages;
pleaded by the defendant, was extorted from me by duress
Therefore, that release does not destroy my right by law to
recover damages against him."
"
he
Sec. 14. It
now necessary for the defendant,
persists in denying the plaintiff's claim, to contest this
reply; and this he may do, by denying either of the three
consists. But assuming, as in the
propositions, of which
preceding stages of this illustration, that neither of the
premises can be safely denied, the consequence must be,
that the plaintiff will prevail unless the defendant can, on
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his part, allege some further new matter, which may destroy the plaintiff's conclusion. And the pleading of such
new matter, of whatever facts it may consist, will contain
the elements of another syllogism — ^which the plaintiff will
be at liberty to answer, by another still; and the same
syllogistic process may lie repeated, by the parties, alternately as long as there remains new matter to be alleged on
either side.
Sec. 15.

For, that both parties may respectively

have

is

it

^if

the full benefit of pleading whatever the nature and exigencies of the case, on their respective sides, may require, it
is obvious that each must be at liberty to answer the allegations made against himself, by denying, at his election,
either of the three propositions contained in those allegations: In other words, each party must be at liberty to
deny whatever he considers as false, either in law, fact or
inference, in his adversary's pleading. Each party, therefore, had a right to allege netv matter, in any stage of the
pleadings, as long as he has occasion to answer new matter — i. e. as long as such matter is alleged against him.
And thus the right of electing between the three regular
modes of meeting his adversary's allegations, is continued
to each party, until one of the premises in the pleading
on one side, is directly denied on the other; or (to substitute
legal, for scholastic language), until the pleadings terminate in the tender of a proper issue, in law or in fact.
Sec. 16. An issue, of either kind, precludes the allegation
of further new matter on either side and thus regularly
closes the pleadings.
For before any issue can be tendered,,
both parties will necessarily have an opportunity to allege
whatever the nature of the case, on either side, may require.
And as the whole controversy, which is the subject-matter
of the pleadings, is by the issue, reduced to some one point
of fact or law; no necessary or useful purpose can be attained, by carrying the pleadings further. For the question, upon which the contest depends, is now distinctly preAnd it
sented by the issue, and ripe for determination.
only remains for the court, or the jury, to decide the point
in issue, and for the former to render judgment. If the
issue be taken upon matter of law, it is to be determined by
in general, though
upon matter of fact,
the court —
It being the
not universally, to be tried by the jury:
province of the former to decide questions of law, and of
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the latter, ordinarily, to ascertain matters of fact. And the
issue, whether in law or fact, being decided, the judgment
of the court, which is merely the sentence of the law, deduced from the facts ascertained^ must follow in favor of
that party who appears, from the whole record, entitled to

it

Sec. 17. -From this very general outUne, it will be apparent that all pleading is a logical process. And the great
object of the process is to facilitate the administration of
justice, by simplifying the grounds of controversy, and
ultimately narrowing down the contest to a single and direct aflBrmative and negative —i. e., to some definite point
of law or fact, affirmed on one side, and denied on the
other.
Sec. 18. By special pleading, is meant the allegation of
special or neiv matter, as distinguished from a direct denial of matter previously alleged on the opposite side.
Sec. 19. The matter of fact, which, in the preceding illustration, constitutes the subject of the minor proposition,
is, in the established forms of pleading, always expressly
Since the facts, upon which the complaint or dealleged:
fense is f oimded, are supposed to be unknown to the judges.
The conclusion, or third proposition, in the syllogistic process, is also expressed, in the existing mode of pleading,
either by the demand, which the plaintiff makes of damages, debt, or other thing, on the one hand, or by the defendant's prayer of jvdgment against the plaintiff, on the
other. For it cannot appear, from facts stated alone, what
benefit the pleader proposes to claim from them; and he
can, therefore, derive from them no advantage which he
does not claim from them, in his pleading.
Sec. 20. But as has been already suggested, the principle, or rule of law, of which we have represented the major
proposition to consist (and which, according to ancient
usage, was, ia certain cases always recited, or formally
alleged by the pleader), is now, in general, not actually expressed in the pleadings, in any form. For the judges,
whose province it is to decide upon the legal sufficiency of
aU pleadings, are presumed to know judicially, what the
law, upon any given or alleged state of facts, is : And the
nature of the facts, actually alleged on either side, taken in
connection with the demand laid in the declaration, and
with the prayer of jvdgment, in the subsequent pleadings,
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will, in every case, and with perfect certainty, indicate
the supposed rule of law upon which the pleader relies, as
his major proposition. And in this manner, that proposition, though not expressed in terms, is necessarily understood and tacitly supplied.
Sec. 21. Thus, in the example already given, of a declaration in trespass, the plaintiff, in alleging that the defendant has forcibly entered upon his land, and demanding
damages for that cause, assumes and tacitly asserts the general principle, that he, upon whose land such an entry has
been made, has a right by law to recover damages against
him who made it. For unless that principle of law were
tacitly supplied, or presupposed, the averment of the defendant's entry, and the demand of damages, which follows it in the declaration, would be altogether unmeaning
and nugatory: Since no right of action could result from
the defendant's act, if no such legal principle existed. —
And this principle, or the proposition which would express
as clearly indicated by the matter of fact alleged, and
the demand made in the declaration, and may therefore be
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and applied, as
had been expressly and formally stated.
Sec. 22. The object, thus far proposed, has been to exhibit
general analysis of the law of pleading, considered
as
principles. And though the schoscience, or system
lastic terms and forms, which have been introduced for
this purpose, are unknown in the established language and
practice of pleading; yet the essential properties and the
results of the preceding syllogistic process, though differently expressed, are in effect the same as those of the less
scholastic modes of pleading, adopted by the common law.
Thus, an issue in law which, in the foregoing
Sec. 23.
called
denial
the major proposition of the
analysis
adverse party,
described in legal language, as an admisthe facts alleged by that party, but
their
sion
denial
operation in his favor. These different terms however express, in effect, one and the same thing — or rather, the
operation thus differently described, is essentially one and
the same.
Sec. 24. Thus also, the new, or special matter, which
in the foregoing analysis
called a denial of the adverse
party's conclusion, is, in legal language, denominated matter of avoidance — e., matter which, admitting both of
as easily apprehended
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the other party's premises, avoids or repels, in the particular case in question, the consequence, or inference, which
would otherwise result from them. And that inference
is, universally, the syllogistic conclusion in the adverse
party's pleading, if his pleading be reduced to a syllogism.
It is therefore manifest, that matter of avoidance, and matter which, in the syllogistic formula, goes in denial of the
adverse party's conclusion, are in substance one and the

thing.

same

CAMPBELL

V.

WALKEE.

Superior Court of Delaware.
1

1910,

Boyce, 580.

Mr. Justice Wool<ley delivered the opinion of the court.
The first count of the declaration charges that "the defendant, so negligently and carelessly operated and ran his
automobile over and along one of the public roads of New
Castle County * * * while the said plaintiff was then
and there traveling along the said public road, riding in a
vehicle drawn by a horse which was drawn then and there
with due care and caution, * * * and that by reason of
the said negligent and careless running of the said automobile the said vehicle was struck from the rear by the said
automobile and by means of the said collision the said plaintiff was thrown out of the said vehicle, ' ' and injured. To this
count, the defendant demurred specially, stating several

of demurrer.
The substance of the count is, that the defendant so negligently, and carelessly operated his automobile that it
struck the rear of the plaintiff's vehicle, and by reason of
the coUision she was injured.
The substance of the demurrer is that the count does not show the facts and circumstances of the collision with a particularity sufficient
to enable the defendant to know what the plaintiff proposes
to prove, and that the count does not contain an allegation
of negligence sufficient to apprise him of the acts of neglicauses

a

L. P.
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that it calls upon him to defend. The issue of law
raised by the demurrer, therefore, is whether the first
count of the declaration is such a specification of the facts
gence

and circumstances which constitute the plaintiff's cause of
action as requires an answer by the defendant.
It has been long and firmly established in Delaware, that
the rules and principles of common-law pleading as they
existed at the time of our independence, excepting so far
as they may have been changed or modified by constitution,
or statutory provision, constitute the system of pleading
employed by the courts of this State.
{Donahoe v. Star
Pub. Co., 3 Penn. 545.) As elementary principles of that
system, it was announced in the very first of our State reports, that "The object of pleading is to reduce the controversy to certain and precise issues of law and fact, on
which, as containing the pretensions or claims of the parties, the opinion of the court and jury may be taken, and
a decision had in accordance with the principles of justice" [State V. Collins, 1 Harr. 216), and further that
"Pleadings are designed not only to put in issue single
points, but to apprise the parties of what they are to come
prepared to try." {Beading's Heirs v. State, 1 Hair. 190,
192). Pleadings, therefore, possess a double function and
are designed, first, to ascertain and present the real points
in controversy, so that the minds of the Court and jury
may not be drawn off upon matters immaterial, irrelevant
and unimportant to the true issue {Easton v. Jones, 1
Harr. 433, note A, 436), and second, to acquaint the opposing party with the facts that are intended to be proved in
support of the issue tendered. With respect to the latter
function of pleading, it has uniformly been held from the
cases in 1 Harrington to Ev/nter v. P. B. & W. B. B. Co.,
in 1 Boyce, that while the plaintiff is not required to make
a detailed and minute statement of the circumstances of
the cause of axjtion, he must nevertheless set forth in his
declaration the facts upon which he bases his action with
a particularity and certainty that will reasonably inform the
defendant what he proposes to prove at the trial, in order
that the defendant may have a fair opportunity to meet
and controvert those facts in defense. Any other rule would
defeat rather than promote this object of pleading, and
would make a declaration an instrument to conceal rather
than to disclose facts.
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The principles of pleading,
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consisting, as it is said, oi
rules founded upon good sense and formed for the furtherance of justice {State v. Hort, 2 Harr. 152, 156; Easton v.
Jones, 1 Harr. 433, note A, 436), work no hardships in requiring a plaintiff to disclose the acts for which he calls
upon another to respond in damages, nor are they unfair
to a plaintiff, who complains of the acts of another, and
who therefore should show of what acts he complains, in
requiring that those acts should not be concealed by language that is vague or by terms that are general.
On the
contrary, the rules of pleading require, thiat the time, place
and circumstances of the matter in action, so far as relied
on and within the knowledge of the party, must be specified
with a fullness and fairness that will reasonably apprise
the opposing party of what he is required to meet.
A declaration is defined to be "the specification i^ methodical and legal form of the circumstances which constitute
the plaintiff's cause of action."
(Chitty's PI. 240, 231).
In making the specification of circumstances contemplated
by the definition, it is held, as general rules, that (1) it is
not sufficient to state a mere conclusion of law, nor (2) is it
sufficient to state the result or conclusion of fact, arising
from circumstances not set forth in the declaration, and
(3) that it is not sufficient to make a general statement of
facts which admits of almost any proof to sustain it. {King
V. W. (& N. C. E. By. Co., 1 Penn. 452; Jones v. Peoples'
By, Co., 4 Penn. 201; Riedel v. W. C. By. Co., 5 Penn. 572.)
When stripped of its formal language, the one fact stated,
in the first count of the declaration is, that the defendant's
automobile struck or came into collision with the plaintiff's
vehicle and the one thing charged to the defendant is, that
the collision occurred by reason of the defendant's negliThe one
gent and careless running of the automobile.
thing of which the defendant is certainly informed by this
averment is the fact of collision, and the one thing for which
he is held accountable is the cause of the collision.
While an averment of the fact of a collision, without
may
stating the particular act of negligence that caused
be sufficient in those exceptional cases where by reason of
high
the relation of the parties, the law places upon one
duty to prevent injury to another, or where the act itself
cannot be held that
bespeaks the negligence of its cause,
from the mere statement of the fact of collision upon
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highway, between wayfarers with equal rights and duties,
the law will infer the collision to have been the result of
negligence, or the negligence to have been that of the defendant, in such cases the fact of collision is not the cause
of action but the acts of negligence that caused the fact
of collision, constitute the cause of action. It therefore devolves upon the plaintiff, in holding the defendant accountable for the fact of collision, which may have been the result of inevitable accident or of one of many negligent acts
of either party, to disclose to the defendant the cause of
the collision and to state the acts that contributed to its
The expression — "so negligently and careoccurrence.
''
lessly operated and ran his automobile, — states no fact or
circumstance that fastens upon the defendant the negligence which must be shown to entitle the plaintiff to recover,iand is clearly within two of the objections before
stated, m that it is a statement of a conclusion of fact, arising from acts or circumstances not set forth in the declaration, and it is a statement so general as to admit almost any
*
*
proof to sustain it. ^*
*
*
*
The demurrer to the first count of the declaration is therefore sustained.

